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Creating orgcharts 

There are two alternative routes for creating orgcharts: 
1. Connector-route, 
2. Cookbook-route. 

 
Both routes lead to a proper JSON-sourcefile that can be loaded in either the Viewer or the Editor. When 
loaded, an orgchart is returned immediately.  This orgchart is read-only (RO) in the Viewer and read-write (RW) 
in the Editor. 
 
JSON-sourcefile 
JSON stands for: JavaScript Object Notation. My-Orgchart is written in JavaScript. In order to create an 
orgchart, My-Orgchart needs a JSON-sourcefiles in a proper format. 
 
A proper JSON-file contains the following records: 
1. First record contains: a valid unlock-code, 
2. The next “so many” records contain: parameter-settings, 
3. The last “so many” records contain: data. 

 
PS: 
• The unlock-code is mandatory. Without a valid code, the system will not produce an orgchart. 
• Parameter-settings are optional. My-Orgchart has its own default parameter settings. With the parameter-

settings in the JSON-sourcefile, the user can overrule and/or expand these default parameter-settings. 
• One data-record is mandatory. Each data-record will produce a box in the orgchart. 

 
A typical JSON-sourcefile will contain only one record with an unlock-code, approx. 10-15% of the records with 
parameter-settings, and 85-90% of the records with data. 
 
One JSON-sourcefile will lead to one orgchart. However, each enduser  can have a different starting point 
(top box) within this orgchart. Different starting points are set in an Entry-table. Without such a table, all users 
will have the top-box as a starting point.  
 
Example: 
A holding-company with 5 divisions . A division-manager with the top-box of his division as a starting point, can 
only see his division. A general-manager with the top-box of the holding as a starting point can see the total 
company (holding plus 5 divisions). Both users work with the same JSON-sourcefile. 
 
Route-1: Connector 
The Connector is built by specialists (programmers from My-Orgchart Ltd and its resellers). There is no manual 
available for the Connector. A Connector is tied to a specific HR/Payroll-system. If available, a customer can 
decide to buy this module. A Connector is very userfriendly: simply push a button and get an orgchart. 
 
Route-2: Cookbook 
The Cookbook route is  the route that customers have to take when there is no applicable Connector available. 
The Cookbook is described in this manual. 
 
PS: There is also a third route available for programmers by generating JSON-file in editors like Notepad++. This 
is a complex route, and is not described in this manual. 
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 Cookbook > 

Steps: 
1. Create an Excel-file (CSV-format) 
2. Create a “1-box” orgchart 
3. Bring them together in the Editor 
4. Save the result in JSON-format 

1-box 
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Cookbook - Summary 

The Cookbook exists of a  4-steps procedure: 
1. Create an Excel/CSV-file (other formats – JSON, XML – work as well) 
2. Create a “1-box” orgchart 
3. Bring them together in the Editor 
4. Save the result in JSON-format. 

 
A brief description: 
 
Ad. 1.: Create an Excel-file (CSV-format) 
The main step will be to create the Excel inputfile. The user has to make a query on its own HR/Payroll-system. 
The result of this query should be saved as an Excel-file in CSV-format.  
• A row in this Excel-file will correspond with a box,  
• and a column with a field inside the box.  
There is freedom on the number of columns, except for the (first) two, who should contain the Reporting 
Relationship. 
 
Ad. 2.: Create a “1-box” orgchart 
A JSON-sourcefile contains 1.) an unlock-code, 2.) parameter-settings, and 3.) data-records. The sourcefile for 
this 1-box orgchart should contains 1.) the proper unlock-code, 2.) all parameter set in the proper way, and 3.) 
one fake racord. 
 
Ad. 3.: Bring them together in the Editor. 
Open the Editor and bring the 1-record orgchart and the Excel/CSV-file together.  The two will instantly mix 
and the full orgchart will appear automatically.  The orgchart that appears:  
1. Takes the valid unlock-code from the 1-box orgchart, 
2. Takes the parameter-settings from the 1-box orgchart , 
3. But takes the data from the Excel/CSV-file. 
The old 1-box orgchart is there as well, but that can be thrown away now. 
 
Ad. 4.: Save the result in JSON-format. 
The last step is a simple one: save the orgchart as a JSON-file for  reuse.  

 
A few remarks: 
 
• Multiple orgcharts in one view 

My-Orgchart is one of the few orgchart-solutions that supports multiple orgcharts in one view. The new full 
orgchart and the old 1-box orgchart can be visualized togheter without any problem. 

 
• Loading multiple Excel/CSV-sourcefiles 

The procedure described above can  be repeated multiple times for multiple sourcefiles. This is useful for a 
holding company that wants to consolidate the individual orgcharts (or sourcefiles) that it receives from its 
subsidairies. 

 
• Refreshing 

There is no need to link the orgchart and the sourcefile with each other for data refreshment purposes. You 
can simply load a new, up-to-date sourcefile as long as a the proper 1-box orgchart is available. 
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1-box 
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Excel file – Fields 

The user is free in adding as many fields in the orgchart as he or she likes. However these fields should 
“describe “ the box (or record, or Excel-line). 
 
There are four types of fields: 
1. Hierarchy fields (mandatory, the system needs them for building the hierarchy), 
2. Common fields (more-or-less mandatory, the system expects them), 
3. Box fields (the system can take defaults), 
4. Type 1-2-3 fields  

• Example (optional fields, basic translation available), 
• Non example (optional fields, no translation available). 

 
A brief description: 
 
Ad. 1.: Hierarchy  fields 
There are two hierarchy fields: ID and Parent.  ID is the unique identification of the daughter-record, and 
Parent is the ID of the mother-record. There are strict rules on these two fields (see: Hierarchy). Both fields are 
mandatory. 
 
Ad. 2.: Common fields 
There are three common fields: Code, Type, and Description. The system expects these three fields.  There are 
no defaults, so  these fields are more-or-less mandatory. 
• Code – The code that the record has in the native (HR/Payroll)-system. For reference purposes only. 
• Type – The number 1, 2, or 3. The type-field is explained here after. 
• Description – The description of the box, i.e. department-name, jobtitle-name , or employee-name.  
 
Ad. 3.: Box fields 
Box fields control the appearance and placement of the box. These fields are optional. The system takes over 
the default values, if there are no values specified in the sourcefile. 
 
Ad. 4.: Type 1-2-3 fields 
The last group of fields, the 1-2-3 fields, are optional. The number of these optional fields is unlimited.  
 
• Example/Non-example 

Some type 1-2-3 fields are example fields. Example and non-example fields have the same status. The only 
difference is that the example fields are included in the default translations table (Eng, De, Fr, Nl, Es). 

 
• Unused fields 

Not all the sourcefile fields have to appear in the orgchart. You may leave fields unused. Creating a large 
sourcefile containing all the fields you might use in the future, could be an efficient way of working. 

 
• Empty cells 

You can always leave cells empty, if there is no value available, or if a value is not expected. For instance: 
date of birth is a field related to an employee, and not to a position or department. 

 
• Different box formats 

The user may define different box-formats (look&feel) for type-1, -2, and -3 boxes. 
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The Cookbook procedure can only be successful  when the Excel-file contains an error-free Hierarchy 
(Reporting Relationship). Without this reporting relationship , the software is unable to put the boxes in a 
hierarchy.  But much is possible in between a 100% good and a 100% wrong orgchart: 
• boxes could be missing, 
• boxes  could appear as orphans, 
• the orgchart is different from what you would expect, 
• … 
All these situations are caused by a wrong query on your HR/Payroll-system. Repairing is done by rephrasing  
your query. In fact, your orgchart-result is highly depending on your preparations before starting with My-
Orgchart. 
 
So what are the source data requirements and how can you build a proper reporting relationship? 
 
Source Data Requirements 
Source data must be formatted correctly to be imported into My-Orgchart.  
 
Required Fields 
Data sources must contain a ID field and a Parent field. My-Orgchart cannot build a hierarchical chart unless 
these fields are available during the import process. 

• ID field 
Each record must have a ID field. Usually a numeric ID such as a ID code or employee ID is used for the ID field. 
An email address can also be used. Using an employee name is not recommended as names are not unique. 

• Parent field 
In order to determine the reporting relationship (such as, who Parent whom), each record must contain a 
Parent field. The Parent field enables My-Orgchart to build a hierarchical chart.  
 
Note: My-Orgchart can also handle data that contains a hierarchy that cannot be processed using only the 
Parent and ID fields.  
 
Creating Charts from Files 
You can import a file from any source as long as it meets some minimum requirements.  
Use the following guidelines when creating an import file: 
 
To prepare your text for importing: 
1. Create one line in the file for each record in your chart. 
2. If you are importing from a text file, each field must be separated by a delimiter (a tab, comma, semicolon, 

space, or other character). 
 

3. In the following example, each record has four fields, separated by commas. The four fields are ID, Parent, 
Name, and Title. ID is used as the unique identifier for each record. 
 

1, ,Chris Phillips,President 
2,1,Lynn Brewer,Chief Financial Officer 
3,1,Larry Stevens,Vice President 

 
4. If you are importing from Excel you do not need to worry about commas. Each field should be entered into 

a cell. 

Ad. 1. Hierarchy fields 



❶ - ❶ 

❷ 

❸ 

department 

position 

employee 

organization 

costcenter 

person 

organization 

project 

person 

employee 

Ad.4. – Type 1-2-3 fields 

Orgchart software, like My-Orgchart, visualizes boxes and (connecting) lines. An empty box has no meaning, it 
could be anything: an employee, a position, a department, a cost center, etc. Its meaning will depend on the 
data that the user is going to store in that box. 
 
For example: 
If you give a box the description of 
“Anna Gorbach” and you add Anna’s 
employee number, photo and her contact  
details, then that box will represent Anna 
Gorbach. No doubt about that. 
 
So its is the content of the sourcefile (query 
of the user) that will decide upon the future 
of a box.  
 
Homogeneous  and mixed orgcharts 
Orgcharts could be homogeneous or mixed. 
In a homogeneous orgchart every box represents  
the same thing (for instance an employee). In a  
mixed orgchart boxes represent  different things 
(for instance an department, position, or employee). 
 
Type 1-2-3 
The user has the possibility to define three types of boxes within the orgchart: 
1. Type-1 boxes,  
2. Type-2 boxes, and 
3. Type-3 boxes. 

 
Again, what a type-1, -2, or -3 box will represent, depends on the sourcefile content. However, there are a few 
business rules to keep in mind: 
1. A type-3 box is always below a type-2 box, while a type-2 box is always below a type-1 box. 
2. A type-1 box can be below another type-1 box.  
These business rules are defaults and can be switched off. 
 
Altough all sorts of orgchart do exist, two are most common: 
1. Employee-employee orgchart, and 
2. Department-position-employee orgchart. 

 
 The employee-employee orgchart, typically consists of type-1 boxes only. The department-position-employee 
orgchart typically consists of a mix of type-1, type-2, and type-3 boxes.  
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1 Chris Philips President 

2 1 Lynn Brewer Chief Financial Officer 

3 1 Larry Stevens Vice President 

  

 

5. You can, in addition, enclose each field value within text delimiters. For example, if you separate 
fields with spaces, you need to enclose field values within another delimiter if the field values 
themselves contain spaces. Field values can be enclosed in double quotes, as in the following 
example: “2" "1" "Lynn Brewer" "Chief Financial Officer". 

 
6. If you want to use one of your text delimiters as a literal character, precede it with an escape 

character. For example, if a field value contains a double-quotation mark, place a backslash (\) in 
front of it so that My-Orgchart knows it is a literal quote character and not the delimiter for a field. 

 
7. Each record must contain a ID field and a Parent field. Otherwise, the import wizard cannot 

determine the relationship between records. 
 

8. Make sure there are no blank lines in the file. 

Excel file – Hierarchy fields (ctd) 



Hierarchy fields id text 

parent text 

Common fields code text 

type int 1 ,2, 3 

description text 

Box fields title text also used for Logging 

label text 

labelColor text Overwrites Type1/2/3 label backgroundColor in Parameters 

placement int 
Regular: 0, Assistant: 1, Adviser: 2, SubAssistant: 4, SubAdviser: 5, 
GeneralPartner: 6, LimitedPartner: 7, AdviserPartner: 8 

childrenPlacement int Auto: 0, Vertical: 1, Horizontal: 2, Matrix: 3 

adviserPlacement int Auto: 0, Left: 2, Right: 3 

photoID text can be any other field (using parameter: orgPhotoField) 

level int can be any other field (using parameter: orgLevelingField) 

PS: Underlined fields are mandatory. 

Fieldlist hierarchy- ,common- and box-fields 
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Type 1 fields departmentType text 

departmentCostCenter text 

Type 2 fields positionType text 

positionStandardHours numeric 
positionBudgetedEmploye
es int 

positionBudgetedFTEs numeric 
positionColEmplAgreeme
nt text 

positionFullTimeSalary numeric 

positionSalaryScale text 

Type 3 fields fullName text 

firstName text 

gender text 

dateOfBirth text orgDateFormat 

age int calculated on orgReferenceDate from dateOfBirth 

ageGroup text calculated on orgReferenceDate from dateOfBirth 

emailAddress text 

phoneNumberWork text 

phoneNumberHome text 

phoneNumberMobile text 

location text 

standardHours numeric 

workingHours numeric 

workingHoursGroup text 

FTE numeric = workingHours / standardHours 

employeeType text 

appointmentType text 

startDateForJubilee text orgDateFormat 

yearsOfService int calculated on orgReferenceDate from startDateForJubilee 

yearOfServiceGroup text calculated on orgReferenceDate from startDateForJubilee 

startDateContract text orgDateFormat 

endDateContract text orgDateFormat 

retirementDate text orgDateFormat 

colEmplAgreement text 

salaryScale text 

salaryScaleStep text 

fullTimeSalary numeric 

FTESalary numeric = FTE x fullTimeSalary 

Fieldlist example-fields 
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Employee-employee orgchart: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Department-Position-Employee orgchart: 

ID * 
Pa-

rent * Type * Description * Job 

1   1 Chris Philips President 

2 1 1 Lynn Brewer Chief Financial Officer 

3 1 1 Larry Stevens Vice President 

ID * 
Pa-

rent * Type * 
Descrip-

tion * 
Ad-

dress Zip City 
Coun-

try Email Phone Mobile Photo Job 
Mana-

ger Substit. 

Depart-
ment A 1    

B A 1    

C A 1                

Position 1 A 2     

2 B 2     

3 B 2     

Employee X 1 3            

Y 2 3            

Z 2 3                
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Editor – Load & Merge 

In the Editor, the Excel/CSV-sourcefile and the 1-box JSONfile are merged as follows: 
 
1. Open the Editor 
2. Load the 1-box JSON-file 
3. Create the Staging Area (install the Separation Line) 
4. Open the Excel/CSV-sourcefile in the Staging Area 
5. Choose the right settings 
6. The full orgchart will automatically in the Staging Area 
7. Move the full orgchart to the Main Area (to the left) 
8. Delete the 1-box orgchart 
9. Save the full orgchart as a JSON-file 

 
Ad. 2.: Load the 1-box JSON-file 
Load the 1-box JSON-file. The 1-box could also be a 1-2 box, or a 1-2-3 box (click on the icon).   
 
Ad. 3.: Create the Staging Area 
Install the Separation Line  - percentage is not zero (click on the icon).  
 
Ad. 4.: Import the Excel/CSV-file 
Import the Excel/CSV-file in the Staging Area (click on the icon).  
 
Ad. 5.: Choose your import settings 
Select the right settings in the pop-up menu. Delimiter for CSV is Semicolon. Decimal for EU is Comma.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ad. 8.: Delete the 1-box orgchart 
Delete the 1-box before saving. This box is useless now.  
 
Ad. 9.: Save the orgchart  
Save the orgchart now as a JSON-file. Adding passwords is optional.  
- Ready now - 
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Final remarks 

Your orgchart, saved as a JSON-file, is ready now.  Users can load this orgchart in both the Viewer or Editor. 
From here you have several options to go further: 
 
1. Viewer 

If you are satisfied with your orgchart, you can decide to share ist with your endusers. More information 
in the Viewer-manual.   

 
2. Editor 

If you are not satisfied with your orgchart and you want to improve or finetune your orgchart, you can 
stay in the Editor and change the parameter settings, which are located in the Parameter Submenu.  
 
 
Click on the icon to get there.  More information in the Editor-manual.  

 
3. Data refreshment 

The data needs refreshment every now-and-then to keep the orgchart up-to-date. Data refreshment goes 
in the same way as the initial loading: merge the 1-box with the most recent CSV.  

 
4. Consolidation of manually created orgcharts 

The Cookbook-procedure is also ideal for holding companies that want to cosolidate the orgcharts that are 
manually created at subsidairy level. 
• At local level: each subsidairy maintains its own orgchart and saves it as a JSON-file, 
• At HQ level: import thelocal JSON’s in the Staging Area and connect them  in the Main Area. 

 
5. Character based editing 

Finaly there is the option of editing the JSON-file directly  in an editor. This is the domain of IT-specialists. 
For direct editing  you can use Notepad++. It is not documented.  
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